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 |  165Chapter 6: Choosing a Research Design

CHOOSING A 
RESEARCH DESIGN

Behavioral science is about understanding behavior. You are in many ways a behavioral 
scientist in that you ask questions about human behavior and seek to answer those 
questions. For example, if you are struggling in a course, you may ask, “How can I 
improve my studying to increase my grade?” While you may not have considered the 
formal scientific process to answer your question, it can nonetheless be used to answer 
your question.

One way to think of research design is as a set of rules for how to make observations to 
answer questions. Each research design has a unique set of rules to help you control, 
manage, and organize what will be observed and how it will be observed. In this way, 
research design is similar to a board game, which has many rules to control, manage, 
and organize how you are allowed to move game pieces on a game board. Most board 
games, for example, have rules that tell you how many spaces you can move on the 
game board at most at a time, and what to do if you pick up a certain card or land on 
a certain spot on the game board. The rules, in essence, define the game. Each board 
game only makes sense if players follow the rules.

Likewise, in science, the rules stated in a research design allow us to make sense of 
the conclusions we draw from the observations we make. In a board game, we follow 
rules to establish a winner; in science, we follow rules to establish conclusions from 
the observations we make. There are many ways in which you could observe yourself 
studying—for example, alone, in groups, while using a specific memory strategy, in 
a dorm room, or in a more controlled setting such as a library. In this chapter, we will 
explore the basic nature of the major categories of research design introduced in this 
book and organize how these research designs differ based on the types of conclusions 
they allow you to draw from the observations you make.

chapter

six
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166  |    Section II: Variables, Samples, and Design

6.1 Designing a Study to Answer a Question
Conducting a study is important because it allows you to make observations using the 
scientific process to answer your research question. The type of study you conduct depends 
largely on the type of question you are asking. To conduct a research study, you need to be 
thoughtful of the extent to which you are actually answering your question. To illustrate, 
suppose you ask if people have different emotional responses to negative versus positive 
movie poster images—a similar type of question was tested by Baumgartner and Laghi (2012). 
To answer this question, you show one group of participants a movie poster with mostly 
negative images (Group Negative) and another group a movie poster with mostly positive 
images (Group Positive). If you find that Group Positive has a more positive emotional 
response to the movie poster, then can we conclude that the images caused this difference 
between groups?

The answer to your question depends on how thoughtful your research design was. 
For example, color influences emotion, so the colors displayed in each poster should be the 
same. Otherwise, if the positive images also displayed softer colors (e.g., light blue or yellow), 
then maybe the colors and not the images themselves caused the differences in emotional 
responsiveness between groups. Other factors that could also influence emotion include the 
size of the posters or the genre of movies that participants prefer watching. These additional 
factors should also be controlled to clearly show that the images themselves caused the 
differences between groups. In other words, designing a study is a careful, thoughtful, and 
often clever endeavor.

A research study applies specific methods and procedures, called the research 
design, to answer a research question. The types of research questions that you can ask are 
generally categorized as exploratory, descriptive, or relational questions. Each type of question 
is described with examples given in Table 6.1. In this chapter, we introduce many types of 

research designs used in the behavioral sciences. In 
this book, Chapters 7 to 12 will describe in greater 
detail each type of research design introduced in 
this chapter.

LEARNING CHECK 1 ✓

1. State the type of question being asked for each example.

A. How often do college students change their major on average?

B. What if the way that animals learn is similar to the way that humans learn?

C. Is personal income related to happiness?

A research design is the specific methods and 
procedures used to answer a research question.

Answers: 1. A. Descriptive. B. Exploratory. C. Relational.
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6.2 Categories of Research Design
To answer a research question, you can choose a 
research design that falls into one of the following 
three categories, summarized in Figure 6.1:

�� Experimental research design

�� Quasi-experimental research design

�� Nonexperimental research design

Each type of research design is distinguished by the level of control that is 
established in the design. The term control is used in research design to describe (a) the 
manipulation of a variable and (b) holding all other variables constant. When control is low, 
neither criterion (a nor b) is met. For example, suppose we observe play behavior among 
children at a park. The variable is play behavior; some children play quietly, and others 

Type of 
Question

Question 
Stated Description/Goal Examples

Exploratory “What if” To “get an idea of” or “explore” 
an area of research that is not 
well understood. Rarely do these 
questions provide definitive 
answers; rather, they lead to a 
stronger focus for subsequent 
research. 

1. What if a high-fat, high-
sugar diet is physically 
addictive?

2. What if human memory 
has an infinite capacity for 
storage? 

Descriptive “What is” 
“How” 

To characterize, explain, or 
“describe” variables that are 
related to a specific group of 
individuals. These questions are 
not concerned with relationships 
between variables; rather, they 
are concerned with simply 
describing variables.   

1. What is the average time 
spent watching TV per 
year? 

2. How many pounds does a 
college student typically 
gain in his or her freshman 
year? 

Relational “Does” 
“Is” 

To determine the extent to 
which specified relationships 
exist between variables. These 
questions provide (1) causal 
explanations or (2) descriptions 
of the relationship between two 
or more variables. 

1. Do low levels of serotonin 
in the brain cause 
depression?

2. Is personal income related 
to life satisfaction? 

Table 6.1  The Three Types of Questions That Researchers Ask

Control in research design is (a) the manipulation of 
a variable and (b) holding all other variables constant. 
When control is low, neither criterion is met; when 
control is high, both criteria are met.
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168  |    Section II: Variables, Samples, and Design

play loudly. The children determine how loudly they play—the play behavior, then, is not 
manipulated or controlled by the researcher. Also, many other factors (e.g., the types of toys 
available to play with or the behavior of other children) can influence a child’s play behavior 
at a park. Because the researcher does not manipulate the variable or hold these other 
variables constant, the study has low control.

Alternatively, when control is high, both criteria (a and b) are met. For example, to 
study play behavior, a researcher can have the children play one at a time on a playground. 
In one group, the children are told to play quietly; in another group, the children are told 
to play loudly. By manipulating the play behavior of the children (quiet play, loud play), 
the researcher establishes greater control. In addition, because all of the children play 
alone on the same playground, factors such as the types of toys available to play with or the 
behavior of other children are now held constant—all children, whether they play quietly 
or loudly, play alone with the same playground of toys. In this example, the researcher has 
established greater control by meeting both criteria (a and b) needed to establish control 
in a research design.

In this section, we introduce each research category and we briefly describe the 
types of research designs that fall into each category. We will specifically distinguish between 
the levels of control established with each design because control is the key feature that can 
distinguish between categories of research design.

Figure 6.1  The Three Categories of Research Design

Research Designs

Experimental
Used to determine the

causes of behavior that can
explain why it occurs

Quasi-experimental
Used to identify the

relationship between
preexisting variables

Nonexperimental
Used to describe variables
and predict the relationship

between variables

An experimental research design is the use of 
methods and procedures to make observations in 
which the researcher fully controls the conditions 
and experiences of participants by applying three 
required elements of control: randomization, 
manipulation, and comparison/control.

Experimental Research Designs

The staple of all designs is the experimental 
research design. The experimental research 
design is the use of methods and procedures 
to make observations in which the researcher 
fully controls the conditions and experiences of 
participants by applying three required elements 
of control: randomization, manipulation, and 
comparison/control. Each element of control is 
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 |  169Chapter 6: Choosing a Research Design

discussed in greater detail in Section 6.4. Figure 6.2 identifies many experimental research 
designs introduced in this book—each design will be introduced in greater detail in Chapters 
9 through 12.

A key strength of the experimental research design is that it is the only research 
design capable of demonstrating cause and effect. To demonstrate that one factor causes 
changes in a dependent variable, the conditions and experiences of participants must be 
under the full control of the researcher. This often means that an experiment is conducted 
in a laboratory and not in the environment where a behavior naturally operates. Suppose, 
for example, we study the effects of winning and losing on the desire to gamble. In a natural 
environment, it would be difficult to know if winning or losing causes changes in a person’s 
desire to gamble because many other factors can vary in that setting. Some factors include 
the person’s reasons for gambling that day, the amount of money available to gamble, the 
number of gamblers in a group, the types of games being played, and even the bright lights 
and sounds in the casino. We may be able to observe differences related to one’s desire 
to gamble, but identifying the specific causes in that natural environment would be very 
difficult. To identify if winning or losing causes changes in a person’s desire to gamble, Young, 
Wohl, Matheson, Baumann, and Anisman (2008) conducted an experiment by bringing 
students into a laboratory and having them experience a “virtual reality” casino in which the 
events, including winning and losing, were specifically controlled by the researchers. In this 
controlled setting of a virtual casino, the researchers specifically identified that high-risk 
gamblers have a much greater desire to gamble following a large win than following a series 
of small wins in a virtual casino setting.

A key limitation of the experimental research design is that behavior that occurs 
under controlled conditions may not be the same as behavior that occurs in a natural 
environment. For example, it is certainly possible that how a person behaves in a virtual 
setting (a virtual casino) will be different from how a person behaves in a natural setting 
(a real casino). In the Young et al. (2008) study, observations in the virtual casino setting 
clearly identified that the size of a win (large vs. small) causes changes in a dependent 

Figure 6.2  Experimental Research Designs

Experimental

Single-case designs

ABA reversal designs 
Multiple baseline designs
Changing-criterion designs

Between-subjects designs 
Within-subjects designs
Mixed designs

Factorial designs

Within-subjects 
designs

Between-subjects 
designs
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170  |    Section II: Variables, Samples, and Design

variable (desire to gamble). However, observations in their experiment were made 
in that virtual setting only, and not in a real casino setting. For this reason, it will 
be difficult to generalize their findings beyond a virtual casino setting—that is, 
until such observations are made in an actual casino setting.

Quasi-Experimental Research Designs

An alternative to the experimental research design for situations in 
which it is difficult or impossible to manipulate a factor is the quasi-experimental 
research design. The quasi-experimental research design is the use of methods 
and procedures to make observations in a study that is structured similar to an 
experiment, but the conditions and experiences of participants are not under the 
full control of the researcher. The conditions and experiences of participants are 

not under the full control of the researcher when 
the factor is not manipulated (i.e., it is “quasi-
independent”), or when the research design lacks a 
comparison/control group. A quasi-independent 
variable is any factor in which the levels of 
that factor are preexisting. Quasi-independent 
variables typically of interest to researchers include 
characteristics of participants, such as their gender 
(man, woman), health status (lean, overweight, 
obese), or political affiliation (Democrat, 
Republican). When a factor is preexisting, 
participants cannot be randomly assigned to each 
level of that factor.

A key strength of the quasi-experimental 
research design is that it allows researchers to study factors related to the unique 
characteristics of participants. For example, Roemmich, Lambiase, Lobarinas, and Balantekin 
(2011) investigated how two preexisting quasi-independent factors (i.e., dietary restraint and 
adiposity) were related to food intake during stress among 8- to 12-year-old children. Dietary 
restraint (i.e., how well children can control their food choices) and adiposity (i.e., body fat 
percentage) are preexisting factors because the children came into the study having good or 
poor control of their food choices (dietary restraint) and low or high body fat percentage 
(adiposity)—hence, each of these factors was preexisting or inherent to the children. In this 
study, the researchers found that lower dietary restraint and lower adiposity were associated 
with consuming 123 fewer kilocalories in a meal after being stressed.

A key limitation of the quasi-experimental research design is that researchers do 
not manipulate the characteristics of the participants and thus cannot demonstrate cause 
and effect. Referring back to the Roemmich et al. (2011) quasi-experiment, it is not possible 
to know if the two factors (dietary restraint and adiposity) caused changes in kilocalories 
consumed after being stressed because other factors, such as eating patterns of the children 
or what their parents taught them about food, could also be related to these factors and 
therefore could also be causing the increased intake observed. Anytime a factor is preexisting 

“Control” is a 
key feature of 

research designs.  
Experimental 

designs have the 
greatest control 

over the conditions 
and experiences of 

participants.

A quasi-experimental research design is the use of 
methods and procedures to make observations in 
a study that is structured similar to an experiment, 
but the conditions and experiences of participants 
lack some control because the study lacks random 
assignment, includes a preexisting factor (i.e., a 
variable that is not manipulated), or does not include 
a comparison/control group.

A quasi-independent variable is a variable with 
levels to which participants are not randomly 
assigned and that differentiates the groups or 
conditions being compared in a research study.
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 |  171Chapter 6: Choosing a Research Design

(i.e., quasi-independent), then any other factors related to it could also be causing changes 
in a dependent variable. Figure 6.3 identifies the many quasi-experimental research designs 
introduced in this book. Each research design listed in Figure 6.3 will be described in greater 
detail in Chapter 9.

A nonexperimental research design is the use of 
methods and procedures to make observations in 
which the behavior or event is observed “as is” or 
without an intervention from the researcher.

Figure 6.3  Quasi-Experimental Research Designs

Quasi-Experimental

One-group 
designs

Posttest-only 
design 

Pretest-posttest 
design

Basic design
Interrupted 

design
Control series 

design

Longitudinal
Cross-sectional
Cohort-

sequential

Posttest-only 
design 

Pretest-posttest 
design

Nonequivalent control 
group designs

Time-series 
designs

Developmental 
designs

Nonexperimental Research Designs

The third category of research design used 
in the behavioral sciences is the nonexperimental 
research design. The nonexperimental research 
design is the use of methods and procedures to 
make observations in which the conditions or 
experiences of participants are not manipulated. 
A manipulation occurs when the researcher creates the conditions in which participants are 
observed; however, this is not always possible to study behavior. For example, we cannot 
manipulate the content of existing documents at different times in history, such as an analysis 
of presidential speeches in times of war. Another example is that we often cannot manipulate 
interactions in natural settings, such as those between a prisoner and a guard or between an 
athlete and a coach. Situations such as these are certainly worthy of scientific investigation, so 
nonexperimental research designs have been adapted to study these types of situations.

There are many situations in which we want to study behavior in settings where 
the behavior or variables being observed cannot be manipulated. Figure 6.4 identifies many 
nonexperimental research designs introduced in this book—each design will be introduced 
in greater detail in Chapters 7 and 8. A key characteristic that differentiates nonexperimental 
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172  |    Section II: Variables, Samples, and Design

designs from all other research designs is that the behavior or event being observed is 
observed “as is” or without intervention from the researcher. For example, Chapman, 
Struhsaker, Skorupa, Snaith, and Rothman (2010) used 26 to 36 years of data for five species 
of primates living in Kibale National Park, Uganda, to understand potential changes in 
population density and habitat and community dynamics. In this study, the members of each 
species lived out their lives as usual, and the researchers applied research techniques to study 
the dynamics of their lives in that natural setting.

A key strength of the nonexperimental research design is that it can be used to make 
observations in settings in which the behaviors and events being observed naturally operate. 
Referring back to the Chapman et al. (2010) study, these researchers observed five species of 
primates in their natural environment of the national park. Likewise, we can observe other 
situations in natural settings—that is, a prisoner and a guard in a prison or an athlete and a 
coach during a game. In each example, we make observations in a setting where the subjects 
or participants being observed would naturally interact.

A key limitation of the nonexperimental research design is that it lacks the control 
needed to demonstrate cause and effect. For example, if the number of primates in a certain area 
of the park diminished after humans began populating that area, we cannot know for sure that 
“human presence” caused that change, because other factors (e.g., possible changes in weather, 
food availability, or even competition from other primates) could also explain the change. It is 
often difficult to anticipate all alternative explanations for what is observed in a natural setting. 
Using a nonexperimental research design, then, we can speculate about potential causes for the 
observations we make, but we cannot know for sure without greater control.

Figure 6.4  Nonexperimental Research Designs

Nonexperimental

Quantitative

Correlational
Naturalistic
Survey

Phenomenology
Ethnography
Case study

Content analysis
Archival research
Meta-analysis

Qualitative

Existing data  
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As shown in Figure 6.5, we could characterize a research design as either having 

demonstrated cause and effect (i.e., experimental research design) or having failed to 

establish the control needed to do so (i.e., nonexperimental and quasi-experimental 

designs). This characterization can lead to the erroneous conclusion that the best or 

superior research designs are those that demonstrate cause—this conclusion is not true.

Demonstrates
cause?

No

Nonexperimental
research design

Quasi-
experimental

research design

Experimental
research design

Yes

Figure 6.5   Classifying Research Designs by Whether They Can Demonstrate Cause  
and Effect

Certainly, one of the goals in science discussed in Chapter 1 is to explain the 

causes of the behaviors and events we observe. An experimental research design 

is the only design capable of meeting this goal. However, it is also a goal in science 

to describe the behaviors and events we observe, and to determine the extent to 

which we can predict their occurrence in different situations. Nonexperimental and 

quasi-experimental research designs are well adapted to meet these goals. Studying 

behavior is complex, and we must understand that not all behaviors and events can 

be brought under the full control of a researcher. Therefore, nonexperimental and 

quasi-experimental research designs are an essential and valuable tool that allows 

researchers to meet the goals of science and add to an understanding of the behaviors 

and events they observe.

MAKING SENSE—“CAUSE” AS THE STANDARD OF RESEARCH DESIGN?

6.3 Internal and External Validity
Categorizing research design is rather difficult. Indeed, there is not even full agreement 
among scientists about what types of research designs fit into each category. In other research 
methods textbooks, for example, many of the quasi-experimental designs listed in Figure 6.3 
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174  |    Section II: Variables, Samples, and Design

are instead taught as being nonexperimental designs. However, try not to get bogged down 
in the categorization of research design. Instead, use the three main categories of research 
design—experimental, quasi-experimental, and nonexperimental—as a way to organize the 
general types of designs used.

Categorization can oversimplify the complexity of research design. For example, 
you will find in Chapter 9 that the single-case design is taught as a type of experiment; 

however, not all researchers agree on this categorization. In Chapter 12, you will 
find that sometimes we can combine research designs that belong to different 
categories. The idea here is that thinking of research design only in terms of 
categories takes away from the true complexity of research design. A better 
approach is to think of research design along a gradient of control, as illustrated 
in Figure 6.6. Experimental research designs have the greatest control in that 
the conditions and experiences of participants are under the full control of the 
researcher. This control is less in a quasi-experimental research design and can be 
absent in a nonexperimental research design.
The level of control in a research design directly relates to internal validity or the 

extent to which the research design can demonstrate cause and effect. The more control in 
a research design, the higher the internal validity. Experimental research designs have the 

greatest control and therefore the highest internal 
validity; nonexperimental research designs typically 
have the least control and therefore the lowest 
internal validity.

A second validity for research design, called 
external validity, relates to the constraints in a 
study. A constraint is any aspect of the research design 
that can limit observations to the specific conditions 
or manipulations in a study. A psychologist, for 
example, may measure a participant’s response 
time by measuring how fast, in seconds, he or she 

presses a computer key after an image of a specific shape or color appears on the screen. The 
constraint is that a computer program is used to measure the behavior (i.e., response time). 
Would the speed of a response in this situation be the same in other situations, such as reading 
words in an e-mail or identifying a person in a crowd? The more an observation generalizes 

Figure 6.6  A Description of Research Design as a Gradient of Control

High control
High internal validity

Low control
Low internal validity

Nonexperimental 
design

Experimental 
design

Quasi-experimental 
design

Internal validity is 
higher with greater 

control; external 
validity is higher with 

fewer constraints.

Internal validity is the extent to which a research 
design includes enough control of the conditions and 
experiences of participants that it can demonstrate a 
single unambiguous explanation for a manipulation—
that is, cause and effect.

External validity is the extent to which observations 
made in a study generalize beyond the specific 
manipulations or constraints in the study.
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beyond the specific conditions or constraints in a study, the higher the external validity. The 
fewer the constraints or the more natural the settings within which observations are made, the 
higher the external validity of a research study tends to be.

LEARNING CHECK 2 ✓

1. State the three categories or types of research design.

2. State the category of research design that can demonstrate cause and effect.

3. Which type of research design has the highest internal validity?

An experiment is the methods and procedures used 
in an experimental research design to specifically 
control the conditions under which observations 
are made in order to isolate cause-and-effect 
relationships between variables.

Three required elements of control in an experiment 
are randomization, manipulation, and comparison/
control. Each element of control is described further 
in this section.

Answers: 1. Experimental, quasi-experimental, and nonexperimental research design; 2. Experimental research design; 3. 
Experimental research design.

6.4 Demonstrating Cause in an Experiment
Any study that demonstrates cause is called an 
experiment. To demonstrate cause, an experiment must 
follow strict procedures to ensure that all other possible 
causes have been minimized or eliminated. Therefore, 
researchers must control the conditions under which 
observations are made to isolate cause-and-effect 
relationships between variables. Figure 6.7 uses an 
example to show the steps of a typical experiment. 
We will work through this example to describe the 
basic structure of an experiment.

General Elements and Structure of Experiments

An experiment includes three key elements of control that allow researchers to draw 
cause-and-effect conclusions:

1. Randomization (random sampling and random assignment).

2. Manipulation (of variables that operate in an experiment).

3. Comparison/control (a control group).

Figure 6.7 illustrates a hypothetical 
experiment to determine the effect of distraction 
on student test scores. To employ randomization, 
we use random sampling by selecting a sample 
at random from a population of students, and we 

Randomization is the use of methods for selecting 
individuals to participate in a study and assigning 
them to groups such that each individual has an 
equal chance of being selected to participate and 
assigned to a group.
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176  |    Section II: Variables, Samples, and Design

then use random assignment to assign students to one of two groups at random. In one 
group, the professor sits quietly while students take an exam (low-distraction condition); 

in the other group, the professor rattles papers, 
taps her foot, and makes other sounds during an 
exam (high-distraction condition).

Random sampling is a method of selecting 
participants such that all individuals have an equal 
chance of being selected to participate. Random 

assignment is a method of assigning participants to groups such that each participant 
has an equal chance of being assigned to each group. To use random assignment, we 
identify the independent variable or factor that will be manipulated in an experiment 

(note that manipulation is the second element 
of control in an experiment). We then assign 
participants to each level of that factor using 
a random procedure, such as using a random 
numbers table to assign participants to groups. 
(Note that a random numbers table is given in 
Appendix B.1 with instructions for how to use 
it.) As shown in Figure 6.7, in our experiment we 
manipulated “distraction” (the factor), which has 
two levels (low, high). We then randomly assigned 

participants to one level or the other. Each level of the independent variable is a 
group in our design.

Random assignment was first introduced in research with plant seeds 
(Fisher, 1925, 1935) and has since been applied to research with humans. What 
was learned in studies with plants is that random assignment controls for the 
individual differences in the characteristics of plants, and the same principle can 
be applied to human participants. An individual difference is any characteristic that 
can differentiate people, including their eye color, gender, style of clothing, eating 
habits, sleeping patterns, employment status, or any other characteristic that may 
differ between people in a study.
We use random assignment with humans to control for individual differences in 

participant characteristics by ensuring that the 
characteristics of participants in each group of 
an experiment vary entirely by chance. If we do 
not control for individual differences, then any 
number of participant characteristics could differ 
between groups and explain an observed difference 
between groups. The individual differences would 
be a confound, or an alternative explanation for an 
observation in an experiment.

We create at least two groups in an 
experiment so that a presumed cause (high 
distraction) can be compared to a group where it 

Researchers use randomization to ensure that 
individuals are selected to participate at random 
(random sampling or random selection) and are 
assigned to groups at random (random assignment).

An independent variable or factor is the variable 
that is manipulated in an experiment. The levels of 
the variable remain unchanged (or “independent”) 
between groups in an experiment. It is the 
“presumed cause.”

The levels of a factor are the specific conditions or 
groups created by manipulating that factor.

In an experiment, 
random 

assignment is 
used to control 

for individual 
differences.

Individual differences are the unique characteristics 
of participants in a sample that can differ from one 
participant to another.

A confound or confound variable is an unanticipated 
variable not accounted for in a research study that 
could be causing or associated with observed 
changes in one or more measured variables.

The dependent variable is the variable that 
is believed to change in the presence of the 
independent variable. It is the “presumed effect.”
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is absent or minimal (low distraction). We can then compare grades in each group to 
determine the difference or effect that distraction had on exam grades. The measured 
variable in an experiment is called the dependent variable. If a difference is observed 
between the low- and high-distraction groups, then we conclude that distraction 
levels caused the difference because we used randomization, manipulation, and 
comparison/control to design the experiment. Additional factors to be considered in 
order to draw cause-and-effect conclusions are described in Section 6.6.

Laboratory and Field Experiments

Two types of experiments in the behavioral sciences are laboratory and field 
experiments. The strength of an experiment is that it can demonstrate cause and 
effect, meaning that it has high internal validity. A laboratory experiment is an experiment 

Measure grades 
on exam (0–100 
points).

Measure grades 
on exam (0–100 
points).

Figure 6.7   The Basic Structure of a Hypothetical Experiment That Includes Randomization, 
Manipulation, and Comparison

Population

Manipulate one variable—
randomly assign participants to a 
group or level of the manipulated 
variable. 

Example: Randomly assign 
participants to a level of 
distraction. 

Measure a second variable—the 
same variable is measured in 
each group, and the difference 
between groups is compared.

Example: Measure exam 
performance (or grades) in each 
group.

Low-distraction 
condition: A 
professor sits 
quietly at a desk 
while students 
take an exam.

High-distraction 
condition: A 
professor makes 
loud sounds (paper 
ruffling, foot-
tapping) at a desk 
while students take 
an exam.

Select a random-like sample—true random 
sampling is rare because we rarely have 
access to an entire target population.

�
�
�

�
�
�

In an experiment, 
the independent 

variable is 
manipulated to 
create groups; 
the dependent 

variable is 
measured in  
each group. 
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that takes place in a laboratory setting. Although 
a laboratory setting can be made to appear as if it 
is a natural environment, this setting often does 
not resemble the environment within which the 
behavior or event being observed would naturally 
operate. Regardless of whether it appears natural or 

not, however, a laboratory experiment is typically associated with the highest internal validity 
because the researcher has the greatest control over variables in this environment.

As an example of a laboratory experiment, suppose we study racial attitudes and 
have White participants read a vignette about a White roommate (same-race condition) or 
a Black roommate (different-race condition). Participants in each group then rate whether 
they have positive or negative attitudes toward the roommate described in the vignette. In 
this example of a laboratory experiment, also illustrated in Figure 6.8, we manipulated race 
(White, Black) by giving participants different vignettes to read. We cannot be certain that a 
difference between groups would generalize to a real situation in which participants actually 
live with a same- or opposite-race roommate because we conducted the experiment in a 
laboratory and not in a dormitory. Hence, laboratory experiments tend to be associated with 
low external validity.

To increase the external validity of an 
experiment, we can conduct a field experiment, 
or an experiment conducted in the natural setting 
within which the behavior of interest naturally 
operates. For example, to study racial attitudes, 

A laboratory experiment is an experiment that takes 
place in a laboratory setting in which the researcher 
has greatest control over variables, regardless of 
whether it is made to look natural or not.

Figure 6.8  Two Types of Experiments to Study Racial Attitudes

Laboratory Experiment

Manipulation (create two conditions): 

White participants read a vignette about 
a roommate and rate their attitudes of the 
roommate described. 

Field Experiment

Manipulation (create two conditions): 

White freshmen are randomly assigned 
to live with a roommate in a college 
dormitory and rate their attitudes of the 
roommate. 

Same-race 
condition:
The roommate 
is described as 
White.

Different-race 
condition:
The roommate 
is described as 
Black.

Same-race 
condition:
The roommate 
assigned is 
White.

Different-race 
condition:
The roommate 
assigned is 
Black.

In the laboratory experiment, racial conditions were manipulated in a lab. In the field experiment (Shook & 
Fazio, 2008), the manipulation took place in a natural setting.

A field experiment is an experiment that takes place 
in an environment within which the behavior or event 
being observed would naturally operate.
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Shook and Fazio (2008) randomly assigned White freshman college students to live with a 
White (same-race) or Black (different-race) roommate in a college dormitory. Because the 
students lived with the roommate in a college dormitory (a natural setting for living with 
roommates), this is an example of a field experiment. This field experiment is also illustrated 
in Figure 6.8. Field experiments typically increase the external validity of an experiment 
because the study takes place in a natural setting where we would naturally expect the 
behavior—that is, the development of racial attitudes—to occur. However, field experiments 
do lose some control. In this case, for example, we have little control over the actual 
interactions of the roommates. For this reason, we typically lose some level of internal validity 
in a field experiment in order to strengthen external validity.

It should be noted that external validity is relative. In other words, the field 
experiment described in this section is associated with greater external validity compared to the 
laboratory experiment. However, the field experiment was conducted on a college campus 
with college students; these are constraints. It is not possible to know the extent to which 
such findings would generalize to other campuses, or to participants of similar age who 
chose not to attend college. In other words, field experiments tend to have higher external 
validity compared to laboratory experiments. However, this is not meant to imply that 
field experiments are associated with no constraints that can limit external validity. Instead, 
laboratory and field experiments are both likely to be associated with constraints in terms of 
generalizability across people and settings. Field experiments simply tend to be associated 
with fewer constraints, and thus have higher external validity, compared to laboratory 
experiments. 

A researcher must manipulate the independent variable or factor in an experiment. 

Manipulating the factor means that the researcher creates the levels of that factor 

so that participants can then be assigned to a level or group at random. If the 

researcher does not manipulate the levels of the factor, then participants cannot be 

randomly assigned to groups, and the study is not an experiment. When a factor is not 

manipulated, the factor is called a quasi-independent variable.

Quasi-independent variables can be readily identified because these factors 

are typically characteristics that are unique to participants. For example, suppose we 

measure differences in the number of tasks completed by men and women. Figure 

6.9 illustrates this study, which at first glance appears to be an experiment. However, 

gender is a characteristic of the participants and cannot be randomly assigned, 

which makes this factor a quasi-independent variable and makes this study a quasi-

experimental research design. Be careful, therefore, to identify when the levels of 

MAKING SENSE—DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN  
AN EXPERIMENT AND A QUASI-EXPERIMENT

(Continued)
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180  |    Section II: Variables, Samples, and Design

6.5  Ethics in Focus:  
Beneficence and Random Assignment

In an experiment, researchers manipulate the levels of an independent variable and randomly 
assign participants to groups in order to establish control. Researchers also include a control 
or comparison group. In the example illustrated in Figure 6.7, a high-distraction condition 
was compared to a low-distraction condition. This example is likely associated with little 
ethical concern because manipulating the levels of distraction did not necessarily result 
in significant benefits or risks to participants. However, some situations may produce big 
differences in how participants are treated in each group. In these situations, there can be an 

a factor are manipulated because this one change can influence whether a study 

is experimental (demonstrates cause and effect) or quasi-experimental (does not 

demonstrate cause and effect).

(Continued)

Male condition:
Men are asked to complete as 
many tasks as possible in 5 
minutes. 

Female condition:
Women are asked to complete 
as many tasks as possible in 
5 minutes. 

Men and women are randomly 
selected to participate.

Gender is not randomly assigned. 
Men are assigned to the male 
condition; women to the female 
condition.

Dependent measure: The 
number of tasks completed 
is recorded.

Dependent measure: The 
number of tasks completed 
is recorded.

Figure 6.9  A Quasi-Experimental Research Design

Although experimental procedures are used, the factor (gender) was preexisting, which makes this a 
quasi-experimental research design.
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ethical concern that relates to beneficence, which is the equal distribution of potential 
costs and benefits of participation (see Chapter 3).

Random assignment ensures that all participants in the research study 
have an equal chance of being assigned to a group and, therefore, an equal 
chance of receiving whatever benefits and costs are associated with participation 
in that group. Random assignment, however, may not be sufficient when one 
group has obviously greater benefits than another group. For example, clinical 
trials can have significant benefits for those participants receiving a superior 
treatment; thus, the control group (standard treatment condition) can be viewed 
as relatively disadvantaged. In these situations, researchers will often compensate 
the disadvantaged group, such as giving the control group access to the superior 
treatment at some time after the study, referred to as compensatory equalization 
of treatments (see Kline, 2008). Such compensation is provided to participants in order 
to meet the ethical standard of beneficence, as required in the American Psychological 
Association (2010) code of conduct.

LEARNING CHECK 3 ✓

1. State three elements of control in an experiment that allow researchers to draw cause-

and-effect conclusions.

2. A social scientist tests whether attitudes toward morality differ based on emotional 

state (positive or negative). Identify the independent variable and the dependent 

variable in this example.

3. Which type of experiment, laboratory or field experiment, is associated with higher 

internal validity? Which is typically associated with higher external validity?

Random 
assignment 

ensures that 
participants have 
an equal chance 

of receiving 
the benefits or 
taking the risks 
associated with 

participation in a 
group.

Answers: 1. Randomization, manipulation, and comparison/control; 2. Independent variable: Emotional state. Dependent 
variable: Attitudes toward morality; 3. Laboratory experiments typically have higher internal validity. Field experiments 
typically have higher external validity.

6.6  Threats to the Internal  
Validity of a Research Study

Validity was first introduced in Chapter 4 to describe measurement, or the extent to which 
a variable measures what it is intended to measure. In this chapter, we introduce validity to 
describe research design, or the extent to which the claim of a researcher fits with what was 
actually observed in a research study. Factors that threaten (i.e., decrease) the internal validity 
of a research study are those factors that vary systematically with an independent variable. 
(Internal validity was introduced in Section 6.3 in this chapter.) Therefore, any threat to the 
internal validity of a study is a potential confound that must be controlled.
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The following is a list of common threats to the internal validity of a 
research study, which are introduced in this section:

�� History and maturation

�� Regression and testing effects

�� Instrumentation and measurement

�� Heterogeneous attrition

�� Environmental factors

History and Maturation

One threat to internal validity, called a history effect, refers to an unanticipated 
event that co-occurs with a treatment or manipulation in a study. History effects threaten 
internal validity when the event itself can also explain a research finding. For example, 
suppose researchers in New York City wanted to study the benefits of reading and so 
measured well-being on September 7, 2001, and again on September 14, 2001, among a 
group of participants who read each day for 1 hour during that time. A history effect, or 
unanticipated event, may have been the 9/11 terrorist attacks, which occurred during the 
study. If well-being scores decreased, it was just as likely due to the 9/11 attacks (history 
effect) as it was to the reading manipulation. Other more subtle examples include holidays 
(e.g., measuring candy vs. vegetable intake during Halloween), weather (e.g., measuring mood 
changes in areas with different climates), and public policy (e.g., measuring stress levels before 
and after a presidential election or change in bankruptcy laws). In each case, 9/11, a holiday, 
weather, or public policy (history effects) can also explain any changes in well-being, intake, 
mood, or stress, respectively.

Another concern relates to maturation, 
which is a threat to internal validity in which a 
participant’s physiological or psychological state 
changes over time during a study. Maturation 
refers to internal changes that exist within an 
individual and are not related to external events. 
Maturation includes factors such as age, learning, 
hunger, physical development, and boredom. As 
an example, suppose that a speech therapist shows 

that 3- to 4-year-old children improve their speech following her therapy, as illustrated in 
Figure 6.10. However, 3- to 4-year-old children develop speech naturally during that age 
period. Some changes during the therapy, then, could simply be due to natural development 
and not to her specific therapy. One way to eliminate this problem would be to conduct an 
experiment that includes a no-therapy control condition, also illustrated in Figure 6.10.

Factors that 
threaten internal 

validity vary 
systematically 

with the levels of 
an independent 

variable.

A history effect is a possible threat to internal validity 
in which an unanticipated event co-occurs with a 
treatment or manipulation in a study.

Maturation is a possible threat to internal validity in 
which a participant’s physiological or psychological 
state changes over time during a study.
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Regression and Testing Effects

Some possible threats to internal validity 
are related to performance. Two examples of this 
are regression toward the mean and testing effects. 
Regression toward the mean occurs when 
unusually high or low performance at one time 

Children receive 
speech therapy.

A

B

Therapy condition: Children 
receive the speech therapy for 
a period of a few weeks. 

Measure speech.

Control (no-therapy) condition: Children 
of a similar age receive no speech 
therapy during this same period. 

Measure speech.

These same children show 
improved speech.

Would speech improve 
without the therapy 
(maturation)?

Random sample of 3- to 4- 
year-old children

Any effects of 
maturation would be 
about the same in 
each group.

Figure 6.10  Maturation

(A) A child’s speech could be due to maturation. (B) An experiment that controls for effects of maturation by 
including an appropriate control condition.

Regression toward the mean is a change or shift in a 
participant’s performance toward a level or score that 
is closer to or more typical of his or her true potential 
or mean ability on some measure, after previously 
scoring unusually high or low on the same measure.
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shifts toward a level or score that is more typical or closer to the mean of an individual’s 
true ability at a second time. You see this firsthand anytime you obtain a better score on 
a makeup exam after “bombing” the first exam, or you watch a pro golfer hit a great shot 
after completely missing that same shot the previous day. In both cases, one very possible 
explanation for the change in performance is regression toward the mean or toward one’s 
true abilities.

Regression toward the mean usually occurs when participants are selected from the 
bottom or top percentile in a population because initial scores will be unusually high or low 
for that group. For example, suppose you select a sample of patients with severe depression 
and have them complete a test in which lower scores indicate lower feelings of self-worth. 
You then give them a cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) session and have them complete 
this same test again. As illustrated in Figure 6.11, without a control group that does not 
receive the CBT, any improvement in scores on this test could be due to regression toward 
the mean.

A testing effect may be another explanation for the results in the CBT study. 
Testing effects occur when performance on a test or measure improves the second time 
it is taken. In the CBT study, the improvement in scores on the self-worth test could be 
due to a testing effect inasmuch as participants may have learned something about the test 
the first time they took it. To distinguish between regression toward the mean and testing 
effects, keep in mind that regression toward the mean can be attributed to an increase or 
a decrease in performance from one time to another, whereas testing effects are attributed 

primarily to an increase in performance from 
one time to another. As illustrated in Figure 6.11, 
including an appropriate control group  
(i.e., a no-CBT group) can eliminate both as being 
threats to internal validity.

Instrumentation and Measurement

Sometimes an error in the measurement of a variable can threaten the internal 
validity of a research study. The possible threat of instrumentation refers to instances 
in which the measurement of the dependent variable changes due to an error during the 
course of a research study. For many measures it can be obvious when the instrument of 
measurement breaks or has an error. For example, we can measure differences in the weight 
of participants, the time it takes to complete a task, or body temperature during the day. The 
instruments are a scale, a timer, and a thermometer, and it would likely be noticeable if one of 
them broke during the course of a study. The researcher would notice the problem, and then 
correct it and continue the research study.

Instrumentation can be problematic when 
it is inherently prone to error, such as when a 
rater makes judgments regarding the behaviors 
he or she observes. For example, suppose three 
raters rate the time a participant held eye contact 
with a male or female interviewer during a mock 

A testing effect is the improved performance on a 
test or measure the second time it is taken due to the 
experience of taking the test.

Instrumentation is a possible threat to internal 
validity in which the measurement of the dependent 
variable changes due to an error during the course of 
a research study.
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Figure 6.11  Regression Toward the Mean and Testing Effects

Depression scores 
are measured in a 
sample of patients 
with depression.

The sample 
participates in a 
cognitive behavioral 
therapy (CBT) session.

Scores on the depression 
assessment improve.

Is the improvement 
due to the tendency 
for scores to shift 
toward the mean 
(regression)?

Is the improvement due 
to prior experience taking 
the assessment (testing 
effect)?

CBT condition: Patients 
are randomly assigned to 
participate in a CBT session.

Measure 
improvement 
in depression 
scores.

Control (no-CBT) condition:
Patients are randomly assigned to 
not participate in the CBT session. 

Measure 
improvement 
in depression 
scores.

Randomly sample patients 
with similar levels of 
depression.

Regression toward 
the mean and testing 
effects would be 
about the same in 
each group.

(A) Improved depression scores could be due to regression or testing effects. (B) An experiment that controls 
for the effects of both factors by including an appropriate control condition.
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interview. Because the raters will get better at rating the dependent variable (duration 
of eye contact) over time, the researchers should intermix the order of the observations 
such that all of one condition is not run before another. If all participants in the female 
interviewer group, for example, were observed prior to those in the male interviewer group, 
then it is possible that ratings were better for the group that was observed last (the male 
interviewer group). In this case, instrumentation can threaten the internal validity of the 
study because the experience of the raters varies systematically with the levels of the factor, 
as illustrated in Figure 6.12.

Attrition or Experimental Mortality

A common threat to internal validity can arise when a study is conducted across 
multiple trials or days. The problem of attrition, or experimental mortality, occurs when a 
participant does not show up for a study at a scheduled time or fails to complete the study. A 
type of attrition that specifically threatens internal validity is called heterogeneous attrition, 
which occurs when attrition rates in one group are more or less than attrition rates in another 

Male condition:
Participants have a mock 
interview with a male interviewer. 
Dependent variable: The time 
a participant held eye contact 
(judged by three raters).

Instrumentation

Raters estimated the dependent 
measure for this group last. 
So they were more experienced—
possibly resulting in more 
consistent measures. 

Female condition:
Participants have a mock interview with a 
female interviewer. 
Dependent variable: The time a  
participant held eye contact (judged  
by three raters).

Raters estimated the dependent 
measure for this group first. 
So they were less experienced—
possibly resulting in less consistent 
measures.

A random sample of recent college 
graduates is selected to participate.

Figure 6.12  Instrumentation

The experience of the raters (instrumentation) varies systematically with the independent variable (gender of 
interviewer), which threatens the internal validity of the study.
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group. Heterogeneous attrition is a threat to 
internal validity because attrition rates are different 
in each group. To illustrate, suppose you randomly 
assign children with a behavioral disorder to receive 
or not receive an intervention. In this case, the 
intervention group is likely to be a more tedious or 
demanding group for the children. If more children 
in the intervention than the no-intervention group 
drop out of the study, then attrition rates are now 
different between groups, and thus attrition rates vary systematically with the levels of the 
independent variable, as shown in Figure 6.13. Hence, the different rates of attrition can also 
potentially explain differences between groups in this example.

Another type of attrition, called homogeneous attrition, occurs when rates of attrition 
are the same in each group. Because attrition rates are the same in each group, homogeneous 
attrition does not threaten internal validity. It can, however, threaten the external validity of 
the study as defined and described further in Section 6.7.

Attrition, or experimental mortality, is a possible 
threat to validity in which a participant does not 
show up for a study at a scheduled time or fails to 
complete the study.

Heterogeneous attrition is a possible threat to 
internal validity in which rates of attrition are different 
between groups in a study.

Intervention condition:
Children receive an intervention 
aimed to alleviate the disorder.

Heterogeneous 
attrition

High attrition rate: A high 
percentage of participants drop  
out of the study from this group.

Control condition:
Children do not receive the intervention and 
instead receive some neutral treatment to 
fill in the time.

Low attrition rate: A low percentage 
of participants drop out of the 
study from this group.

Randomly sample children with a 
behavioral disorder.

Figure 6.13  Heterogeneous Attrition

In this example, attrition rates vary systematically with the independent variable, which threatens the internal 
validity of the study.

Environmental Factors

Often, it is characteristics or dynamics of the study itself and the actions of the 
researchers that can be the most critical threats to internal validity. These types of threats are 
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collectively referred to as environmental factors. Environmental factors include the time of day 
that a study is conducted, how researchers treat participants, and the location of the study. 
Environmental factors can vary from one research design to another, so these factors should 
be carefully considered before conducting a study.

An environmental factor can only threaten the internal validity of a study when 
it varies systemically with the levels of an independent variable. Suppose, for example, you 
conduct a study to determine how participants judge the portion size of their meals. In 
one group, participants eat a meal placed on a large plate; in a second group, participants 
eat the same meal placed on a small plate. In this case, if participants in one group ate the 
meal at a different time of day than those in a second group, then this new factor (time of 
day) could threaten the internal validity of the study because it varies systematically with 
the levels of the independent variable (the size of the plate). Other environmental factors 
include how participants are observed (alone or in a group) and where they eat the meal. Each 
environmental factor should be held constant so that only the size of the plate varies between 
groups. Table 6.2 summarizes the threats to internal validity that were described in this section, 
and it also describes the threats to external validity that will be introduced in Section 6.7.

Type of 
validity

What is common among 
threats to this validity? What are the common threats to this validity?

Internal 
validity

All threats vary systematically 
with the levels of the factor 
or independent variable.

History, maturation, regression toward the mean, 
testing effects, instrumentation, heterogeneous 
attrition, and environmental factors that vary or 
are different between groups.

External 
validity

All threats are held constant 
across groups in a study.

Sampling and participant characteristics, 
homogeneous attrition, research settings, timing 
of measurements, and the operationalization of 
constructs.

Table 6.2  Internal and External Validity

LEARNING CHECK 4 ✓

1. What is characteristic of a factor that threatens the internal validity of a research study?

2. A professor records scores for 10 students who took a midterm and a makeup midterm 

exam. She finds that scores improved on the makeup exam. Which two factors can 

likely threaten the internal validity of this result?

3. Explain why heterogeneous attrition, and not homogeneous attrition, is a threat to 

internal validity.

Answers: 1. Factors that threaten the internal validity of a research study vary systematically with the levels of the independent 
variable; 2. Regression toward the mean and testing effects; 3. Heterogeneous attrition, but not homogeneous attrition, 
occurs when attrition rates differ between groups; therefore, only heterogeneous attrition is a threat to internal validity 
because it varies systematically with the levels of an independent variable.
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6.7  Threats to the External  
Validity of a Research Study

Threats to internal validity vary systematically with the levels of an independent variable. 
However, it can also be problematic when factors that are held constant between groups 
threaten the external validity of a study. Factors that threaten the external validity of a study 
limit the extent to which observations made by a researcher generalize beyond the constraints 
of the study. (External validity was introduced in Section 6.3 in this chapter.) Hence, the 
factor that is held constant becomes the constraint to which observations are limited.

External validity is a broad term and can be subcategorized into at least four 
validities, each of which is described in Table 6.3. The following common threats to the 
external validity of a research study are described in this section:

�� Population validity

�� Ecological validity

�� Temporal validity

�� Outcome validity

Population Validity:  
Sampling and Participant Characteristics

Results observed in a study can sometimes be constrained to the sample. The extent 
to which results generalize to the population from which a sample was selected is called 

Subcategory of 
external validity Description 

Threats to this subcategory 
of external validity

Population validity The extent to which results observed 
in a study will generalize to the target 
population.

Sampling methods and 
participant characteristics

Ecological validity The extent to which results observed in 
a study will generalize across settings or 
environments.

Research settings

Temporal validity The extent to which results observed in 
a study will generalize across time and 
at different points in time.

Timing of measurements

Outcome validity The extent to which results observed in 
a study will generalize across different 
but related dependent variables.

Operationalization of 
constructs

Table 6.3  Four Subcategories for External Validity
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population validity. Researchers select samples to learn more about the populations 
from which the samples were selected. Sampling directly from the target population 
will result in the highest population validity. However, this sampling method is 
often too difficult, so researchers more often select a sample of participants from a 
portion of the target population that is accessible, as was illustrated in Figure 5.1 in 
Chapter 5. When researchers select samples from an accessible population, they use 
strategies to ensure that characteristics in the sample are similar to those in the larger 
population, which will increase the population validity of a study.

One threat to population validity is 
homogeneous attrition, which occurs when the 
same number of participants do not show up for 
a study at a scheduled time or fail to complete a 
study. In these cases, it is possible that participants 

who drop out or do not show up for a study are systematically different from those who do 
participate in the full study. Hence, the observations we make in the study will have low 
population validity, in that results may be limited to only those participants who show up to 
participate and may not generalize to those who do not. If differences between participants 
who complete and do not complete a study are related to changes in the dependent 
variable, this can lead to bias in the study (Goldkamp, 2008; Scott, Sonis, Creamer, & 
Dennis, 2006).

The key concern for population validity is that an effect that is observed in a 
study will only occur in that study. However, keep in mind that even when researchers use 
appropriate sampling methods, many results in a study can be constrained to a variety of 
factors even within a given population. For example, food preferences vary by culture, and 
crime rates vary by gender, ethnicity, and age. If we study food preferences or crime rates 
in the United States, then we must recognize that differences exist for these factors within 

the U.S. population. Issues of population validity, 
then, extend far beyond the methods used to select 
samples from populations. For this reason, it is 
important to be cautious in the extent to which we 
generalize observations to a larger population.

Ecological Validity: Research Settings

Results observed in a study can be constrained to the research setting in which 
observations were made. The extent to which results observed in a study will generalize across 
settings or environments is called ecological validity. For example, suppose a researcher has 
participants in a laboratory listen to a list of words spoken in a monotone or dynamic voice and 

finds that participants recall more of the words when 
the words are spoken in a dynamic voice. Whether 
the results will generalize to other settings, such as in 
a college classroom during a lecture, determines the 
ecological validity of the research study.

Factors that threaten 
external validity are 

held constant across 
groups in a study.

Population validity is the extent to which results 
observed in a study will generalize to the population 
from which a sample was selected.

Ecological validity is the extent to which results 
observed in a study will generalize across settings or 
environments.

Homogeneous attrition is a threat to population 
validity in which rates of attrition are about the same 
in each group.
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Research conducted in a natural setting typically has high ecological validity because 
it is conducted in the same setting in which the behavior or event being measured would 
normally operate. Laboratory research, on the other hand, is often not conducted in a natural 
setting. As a consequence, laboratory research is typically associated with low ecological 
validity. In general, ecological validity is high so long as observations are not dependent on, or 
limited to, specific features of the research setting itself, such as the lab, the equipment used 
in the study, or the presence of the researcher.

Temporal Validity: Timing of Measurements

Results observed in a study can be constrained to the timing of observations made 
in a study. The extent to which results observed in a study will generalize across time and at 
different points in time is called temporal validity. The timing of measurements refers to 
the passage of time and to different points in time. The passage of time is illustrated by the 
phrase “Let me think about it.” For example, college students may change their mind about 
their choice of an academic major, or they may forget key information tested on an exam 
only to recall that information moments later. Temporal validity is the extent to which these 
observations (i.e., choice of college major and recall on an exam) are stable, constant, or 
steady over time.

Temporal validity is also the extent to which a result observed in a study is stable at 
different points in time (Willson, 1981). For example, the timing of depression and aggression 
varies with the seasons: Depression is more common in winter months, and aggression 
is more frequent in summer months. Also, many factors in women, such as stress levels, 
emotional state, and sexual responsiveness, can vary at different stages of the menstrual cycle. 
Therefore, for the examples given here, researchers 
must consider the timing of their measurement 
of depression, aggression, and measures of stress, 
emotion, and sexual desire in women. Such factors 
should be considered to increase the temporal 
validity of a research result.

Outcome Validity: Operationalization of Constructs

Results observed in a study can be constrained to how the researcher defines the 
dependent variable. The extent to which results observed in a study generalize across related 
dependent measures for a variable or construct is called outcome validity. For example, 
if a study showed that a new behavioral intervention helped children stay on task, then it 
would have high outcome validity if it also showed that it reduced the number of times 
children disrupted the class. Disrupting class (outcome) is a different but related dependent 
variable to staying on task (outcome). As another 
example, if a study showed an effect of increased 
hunger, then it would have high outcome validity 
if it also showed an effect of increased calories 
consumed in a meal, for example. In this example, 

Temporal validity is the extent to which results 
observed in a study will generalize across time and at 
different points in time.

Outcome validity is the extent to which the results or 
outcomes observed in a study will generalize across 
different but related dependent variables.
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calories consumed in a meal (outcome) are a different but related dependent variable to 
hunger (outcome). Outcome validity, then, is the extent to which the outcomes or results of 
a research study can be generalized across different but related dependent variables. Hence, 
high outcome validity allows researchers to generalize a result or outcome beyond the 
specific measures used in a study.

LEARNING CHECK 5 ✓

1. What is characteristic of a factor that threatens the external validity of a research study?

2. State four subcategories of external validity.

3. A researcher conditions animal subjects to swim to a platform located at a fixed point. 

Subjects show strong conditioning for weeks after the conditioning. This study has high 

________, which is a subcategory of external validity.

Answers: 1. Factors that threaten external validity are held constant across conditions in a study; 2. Population validity, 
ecological validity, temporal validity, and outcome validity; 3. Temporal validity.

6.8  External Validity, Experimentation,  
and Realism

Researchers who conduct laboratory studies are aware that studies conducted in laboratories 
generally have low external validity, so they make efforts to increase the external validity 
of their studies. Because researchers can control all aspects of the study in the laboratory, 
laboratory studies tend to have high internal validity. To increase the external validity of 
laboratory studies, researchers can take additional steps to make the experimental situation 
look and feel as “real” as possible.

The extent to which an experimental 
situation looks real is called mundane realism. 
Suppose, for example, that you want to study 
gambling behavior. To establish mundane realism, 
you could create a casino-like setting in a laboratory 
with flashing lights, coin slots, and other games 
of risk. If the appearance of the setting looks real 
to participants, then the study has high mundane 

realism. Although field experiments, like one in an actual casino, will have higher mundane 
realism than laboratory experiments, efforts to mimic a “real” setting, such as a casino setting, 
can substantially increase the external validity of laboratory experiments.

The extent to which an experimental situation feels real is called experimental 
realism. In the casino gambling study, the more that participants feel as if they are in a 
casino during the study, the higher the experimental realism will be. If you set up a “real” 

Mundane realism is the extent to which a research 
setting physically resembles or looks like the natural 
or real-world environment being simulated.

Experimental realism is the extent to which the 
psychological aspects of a research setting are 
meaningful or feel real to participants.
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casino-like setting in the laboratory, then it would likely have high mundane realism 
in that it looks like a real casino. However, if the study was conducted in a laboratory 
or academic building, then participants may not entirely feel like they are at a real 
casino—because they realize where they are. In this way, it is important to reflect on 
both types of realism, as each type is distinct.

To enhance the experimental realism in a study, it is important that the 
manipulations in a study are meaningful to participants. For example, inherent 
physical abilities are meaningful to athletes, so we could manipulate high and 
low self-esteem by manipulating whether an athlete receives positive or negative 
feedback concerning his or her physical abilities. This manipulation would increase 
the experimental realism of the study because the manipulation is personally meaningful 
to participants. In all, making such considerations to increase the mundane realism, the 
experimental realism, or both in a study will increase the external validity of a research result.

6.9  A Final Thought on Validity  
and Choosing a Research Design

Selecting a research design requires careful thoughtful planning, and some creativity. Be 
aware that few, if any, research designs will demonstrate high internal and high external 
validity in the same design. Indeed, some research designs have low internal validity, 
such as nonexperimental research designs, whereas others have low external validity, such 
as laboratory experiments. However, the goal in behavioral research is not to solve the 
world’s problems in one study; this goal may not even be possible or realistic. Instead, the 
goal in behavioral research is to move forward and advance our knowledge of the world 
and the behaviors and events that operate within it. Researchers are responsible 
for stating a question and choosing a research design that can answer their 
question. Researchers must choose an appropriate research design that can answer 
their question, and they must recognize the limitations of the research designs 
they choose.

Each research design used in behavioral research has strengths and 
limitations. Whether a study has high or low internal or external validity will vary 
from one study to another. For this reason, the greatest advancement of knowledge is 
found when many different types of research designs, with a complement of strengths 
and weaknesses, are employed to address the same problem. To advance knowledge, 
then, you do not have to design the perfect experiment; instead you must choose 
an appropriate research design and be cautious to understand its strengths and 
weaknesses when drawing conclusions from the observations you make. In this way, 
to advance scientific knowledge, it is as important to be aware of the limitations, and 
strengths, of the research designs used to answer a research question.

Section III (Chapters 7 and 8) and Section IV (Chapters 9 to 12) will describe the 
research designs listed for each category of research design in Figures 6.2 to 6.4 in this 
chapter. You can revisit these figures as you read to help you organize how to think about 
research design in the chapters ahead.

Increasing the 
mundane and 
experimental 

realism of a study 
will increase the 
external validity 

of the study.

High internal 
and external 

validity is not 
a prerequisite 

for “good” 
research designs. 

All research 
designs have 

limitations, and 
it is important 

that researchers 
recognize them.
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LEARNING CHECK 6 ✓

1. What are two types of realism that can influence external validity?

2. True or false: All research designs in science must have high internal and high external 

validity to be considered good research designs.

Answers: 1. Mundane realism and experimental realism; 2. False. A single research design rarely, if ever, has high internal and 
high external validity.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

LO 1  Identify three categories of research design: experimental, quasi-experimental, 
and nonexperimental.

�� A research design is the specific methods and procedures used to answer research 
questions. The types of research questions that researchers ask are generally categorized 
as exploratory, descriptive, or relational questions.

�� An experimental research design is the use of methods and procedures to make 
observations in which the researcher fully controls the conditions and experiences 
of participants by applying three required elements of control: randomization, 
manipulation, and comparison/control.

�� A quasi-experimental research design is the use of methods and procedures to 
make observations in a study that is structured similar to an experiment, but the 
conditions and experiences of participants are not under the full control of the 
researcher. Specifically, the study includes a preexisting factor (i.e., a variable that is not 
manipulated: a quasi-independent variable) or lacks a comparison/control group.

�� A nonexperimental research design is the use of methods and procedures to make 
observations in which the behavior or event being observed is observed “as is” or 
without any intervention from the researcher.

LO 2 Explain how a gradient of control can be used to understand research design.

�� Categorizing research can oversimplify the complexity of research design. Another 
way to approach research design is to think of it along a gradient of control. The 
more control present in a study, the more suited the design will be to demonstrate 
that one variable causes a change in a dependent variable. Studies with high control 
will be experimental; the less control in a study, the more quasi-experimental or 
nonexperimental the research design.

LO 3 Define and explain internal and external validity.

�� Internal validity is the extent to which a research design includes enough control of the 
conditions and experiences of participants that it can demonstrate cause and effect.
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�� External validity is the extent to which observations made in a study generalize beyond 
the specific manipulations or constraints in the study.

LO 4 Describe three elements of control required in an experiment.

�� An experiment has the following three elements of control that allow researchers to 
draw cause-and-effect conclusions:

�� Randomization (random sampling and random assignment).
�� Manipulation (of variables that operate in an experiment).
�� Comparison/control (a control group).

�� Randomization is used to ensure that individuals are selected to participate and assigned 
to groups in a study using a random procedure. Manipulation means that a researcher 
created the levels of the independent variable, thereby allowing the researcher to 
randomly assign participants to groups in the study. A comparison or control group is 
used to allow researchers to compare changes in a dependent variable in the presence 
and in the absence of a manipulation.

LO 5 Distinguish between a laboratory experiment and a field experiment.

�� A laboratory experiment is conducted in a setting that does not resemble the 
environment within which the behavior or event being observed would naturally 
operate; a field experiment is conducted in an environment within which the behavior 
or event being observed would naturally operate.

LO 6 Describe factors that threaten the internal validity of a research study.

�� Factors that threaten the internal validity of a research study will vary systematically 
with the levels of an independent variable. These factors include history effects, 
maturation, regression toward the mean, testing effects, instrumentation, 
heterogeneous attrition, and environmental factors that can vary between groups  
in a study.

LO 7 Describe factors that threaten the external validity of a research study.

�� Factors that threaten the external validity of a research study are those that are held 
constant across groups in a study. These factors include four subcategories of external 
validity:

�� Population validity, or the extent to which observations generalize beyond a sample 
to the population.

�� Ecological validity, or the extent to which observations generalize across settings.
�� Temporal validity, or the extent to which observations generalize across time or at 

different points in time.
�� Outcome validity, or the extent to which observations generalize across different 

but related dependent variables.
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LO 8 Define and explain mundane and experimental realism.

�� Mundane realism is the extent to which a research setting physically resembles or 
looks like the natural environment being simulated. Experimental realism is the extent 
to which the psychological aspects of a research setting are meaningful or feel real 
to participants. A study with high mundane and experimental realism will have high 
external validity.

KEY TERMS

research design

control

experimental research 
design

quasi-experimental research 
design

quasi-independent variable

nonexperimental research 
design

internal validity

external validity

experiment

randomization

random selection

random sampling

random assignment

independent variable 

factor

levels of a factor

individual differences

confound

confound variable

dependent variable

laboratory experiment

field experiment 

history effect

maturation

regression toward the mean

testing effect

instrumentation

attrition

experimental mortality

heterogeneous attrition 

population validity

homogeneous attrition

ecological validity

temporal validity

outcome validity

mundane realism

experimental realism

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Choose the category of research design that best fits with the description given.

A. Generally associated with high external validity.

B. Associated with the highest internal validity.

C. Structured as an experiment but lacks the control needed to demonstrate cause  
and effect.

2. State the only category of research design that can demonstrate a cause-and-effect 
relationship between two factors.

3. In terms of controlling the conditions and experiences of participants:

A. Which category of research design has the least control?
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B. Which has the most control?

C. What is the relationship between control and internal validity?

4. State three elements of control that allow researchers to draw cause-and-effect 
conclusions.

5. Based on the following description of a hypothetical study, identify (a) the independent 
variable and (b) the dependent variable.

A cognitive psychologist believes that chess players will be better at memorizing 
where chess pieces are on a board when the pieces are placed in locations on the board 
that could occur in a standard game. To test this, a random sample of chess players 
are randomly assigned to memorize chess pieces that are placed either in logical or in 
illogical locations on a chessboard. Each chess player has 5 minutes to memorize the 
board, and the number of chess pieces correctly recalled is recorded.

6. State whether each factor listed below is an example of an independent variable or a 
quasi-independent variable. Only state “quasi-independent variable” for participant 
variables that cannot be manipulated.

A. Marital status

B. Political affiliation

C. Time of delay prior to recall

D. Environment of research setting

E. Level of work experience

F. Type of feedback (negative, positive)

7. Laboratory experiments are associated with higher __________ validity than field 
experiments, whereas field experiments are associated with higher __________ validity 
than laboratory experiments.

8. What is characteristic of threats to internal validity? What is characteristic of threats to 
external validity?

9. A researcher measures the effectiveness of an antidoping advertisement campaign by 
measuring the number of arrests for doping before and after the campaign. One problem 
is that police initiate a crackdown on doping during this same time. What is the history 
effect in this example?

10. A researcher measures responsiveness to a drug treatment in patients who volunteered or 
were mandated to participate. One problem that arises is that many patients drop out of 
the program before the study is completed.

A. What type of threat to validity does this example illustrate if dropout rates are the 
same among volunteer and mandated patients? Is this a threat to internal or external 
validity?

B. What type of threat to validity does this example illustrate if dropout rates differ 
between volunteer and mandated patients? Is this a threat to internal or external 
validity?
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11. Distinguish between regression toward the mean and testing effects as threats to  
internal validity.

12. Which subcategory of external validity is most likely threatened by homogeneous 
attrition? Explain.

13. A researcher uses an intervention program at a local youth center to help children with 
behavioral disorders. The researcher finds that the program was effective in an urban 
community but not in a rural community. What subcategory of external validity is low in 
this example? Explain.

14. A researcher measures a student’s motivation to succeed as the amount of time spent 
studying. In a second study, the researcher conducts the same study but instead measures 
a student’s motivation to succeed as the percentage of classes attended during a semester. 
Different results were observed in each study. What subcategory of external validity is 
low in this example? Explain.

15. State whether the following study has high mundane realism, high experimental realism, 
or both. Explain.

A researcher measures gambling behavior among addicted gamblers. The study 
is conducted at a local casino (the researcher reserved a portion of the casino for 
the duration of the study). She manipulated whether participants won or lost a 
predetermined game and recorded the amount of money participants gambled for  
1 hour after this manipulation.

ACTIVITIES

1. A researcher hypothesizes that married men will be more patient if they are also a parent. 
(a) Describe a research design to test this hypothesis. (b) Explain why you cannot choose 
an experimental research design for this example. Hint: Consider characteristics of quasi-
independent variables.

2. Suppose you choose to conduct a study on fighting at nightclubs, eating behavior in movie 
theaters, or safety concerns in college dormitories. Choose one topic, select and describe a 
research design, and explain how you would ensure your study has high mundane realism 
and high experimental realism.

3. Choose any behavioral research topic that interests you and state a research hypothesis. 
Identify the following information:

A. Identify whether or not you will use an experimental research design to test your 
hypothesis. Explain.

B. Identify factors that may threaten the internal validity of your study. Explain how your 
research design controls, or fails to control, for these threats to internal validity.

C. Identify factors that may threaten the external validity of your study. Explain how your 
research design controls, or fails to control, for these threats to external validity.
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III

NONEXPERIMENTAL 
RESEARCH DESIGNS
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After reading this chapter,  
you should be able to:

1 Identify and define the naturalistic 
research design.

2 Distinguish between natural and 
contrived research settings.

3 Identify and describe how 
researchers make unobtrusive 
observations.

4 Describe how researchers 
operationalize, quantify, and 
manage observation periods in a 
naturalistic or contrived setting.

5 Describe the philosophy of 
qualitative research, and explain 
how trustworthiness relates to 
validity and reliability.

6 Identify and describe three 
qualitative research designs: 
phenomenology, ethnography, and 
case study.

7 Identify and describe three existing 
data research designs: archival 
research, content analysis, and 
meta-analysis.

Communicate  
the results
• Method of 

communication: oral, 
written, or in a poster.

• Style of 
communication: 
APA guidelines are 
provided to help 
prepare style and 
format.

Generate more 
new ideas
• Results support your 

hypothesis—refine or 
expand on your ideas.

• Results do not support 
your hypothesis—
reformulate a new idea 
or start over.

Conduct  
the study
• Execute the research 

plan and measure or 
record the data.

Analyze and evaluate  
the data
• Analyze and evaluate the data as they 

relate to the research hypothesis.

• Summarize data and research results.

Develop a 
research plan
• Define the variables 

being tested.

• Identify participants or 
subjects and determine 
how to sample them.

• Select a research 
strategy and design.

• Evaluate ethics and 
obtain institutional 
approval to conduct 
research.

Identify a problem
• Determine an area of interest.

• Review the literature.

• Identify new ideas in your area of interest.

• Develop a research hypothesis.
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